
 

Teena Gupta  
 

SUMMARY 

Passionate Web Developer 

with 12+ months of 

experience. Adept in React- 

Js and JavaScript used for 

building responsive and 

dynamic web applications. 

 

SKILLS 

HTML 

CSS 

JavaScript 

ReactJS 

React Native 

 

 

ADDRESS 

Barkat nagar, Tonk Phatak, 

Jaipur Pin-302015, 

Rajasthan 

 

PHONE 

8302576501 

EMAIL 

guptateena960@gmail.com 

 

 

 

EXPERIENCE 
 

 

FEB 2023 - PRESENT  

Software Development Engineer- Startup Labs Infotech Pvt. Ltd- 

Jaipur, India 

• Implemented betting games featuring Lottie animations and live data 

integration via WebSocket technology.  

• Integrated React CMS Solution with APIs for seamless content 

management and data retrieval. 

• Designed layouts in React Native and seamlessly integrated 

authenticated APIs for enhanced functionality within mobile applications. 

Additionally, utilized React Js to develop dynamic web applications. 

 

EDUCATION 
 

 

MCA - Shankara Institute of Technology [2023-25] 

B.Sc - Maharani’s College, Jaipur [2017-20]  

12th - K.M.D Public Sr. Sec. School [2015-16] 

10th - K.M.D Public Sr. Sec. School [2013-14] 

INTERNSHIP 
 

 

Front End Intern at Learn4o (L4o) Technology Pvt. Ltd. [Apr, 2022- Nov, 

2022] 

1. Acquired proficiency in coding and problem-solving techniques through the 

utilization of arrays, conditionals, and loops. 

2. Mastered HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to develop responsive websites tailored 

to various screen sizes and devices. 

3. Expanded skillset by delving into ReactJS for constructing dynamic User 

Interfaces, employing React hooks for efficient state management, exploring 

React-Router-Dom for seamless navigation across multiple pages, and gaining 

proficiency in API integration. 

 

CERTIFICATION 
 

 

• Certificate of FRONT-END DEVELOPMENT course with REACT. 

• Rajasthan State Certificate in Information Technology. 

  



PROJECTS 

Shergames (React Js) 

1. Created engaging user interfaces for betting games using React, coupled with authenticated API integration to bolster 

security and elevate user experience. 

2. Employed WebSocket technology to seamlessly retrieve and display real-time data within the gaming environment. 

3. Implemented intelligent game logic and advanced data manipulation techniques to optimize user engagement and 

enhance overall enjoyment. 

4. Leveraged iframes and post messages for seamless integration of external content, fostering a dynamic user interface. 

5. Utilized Lottie animations to elevate the visual appeal of the games, making them more visually captivating and 

interactive. 

No Code Website Builder (React Js) 

1. Developed a Content Management System (CMS) capable of generating websites with a variety of templates. 
 
2. Collaborated on the frontend server to seamlessly integrate authenticated APIs, including Payment Integration with 
React (specifically Razor Pay), and facilitated website downloads through API usage, employing React-Query for efficient 
asynchronous data fetching and state management. 

 

Prana Shuddhi (React Native) 

1. Developed a React Native application featuring functionalities such as feeds, an e-commerce cart, and gated content 
accessible through paywalls. 
 

2. Seamlessly integrated authenticated APIs within the application, including features like SignUp, SignIn, SignUp via 
phone number and OTP, as well as functionalities for sharing, liking, and disliking posts, and facilitating user logout. 
 
3. Implemented state management utilizing the context API to efficiently manage application-wide state and enhance user 
experience. 

 

React Js Project (crypto-currency) 

Created a cryptocurrency website by integrating APIs through the Axios library, and employed React Hooks for efficient 
state management, utilizing functions like useState(), useEffect(), and useParams(). 

 

React Js Project (Rent Up Website) 

Developed a react multi page website using React Router Dom and React Hooks. 

. 

 


